Marie Skłodowska-Curie Post-doc Positions in Germany

“Expression of Interest” for hosting Fellows

This template should be used by institutions interested in hosting post-doctoral fellows within the Marie Skłodowska-Curie Individual Fellowship programme. Host institutions should be located in Germany.

1. Valid for the following MSCA-IF Calls1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Interested host institution:

Institute of Molecular Biology (IMB)
Ackermannweg 4
55128 Mainz

Name of EU liaison officer (EU-Referent/in), if applicable:
Grants Office:
Daniela Kaiser
Katharina Zeller
Anna Trautwein

3. Institute/Department:

IMB hosts 17 research groups conducting basic research in cell and developmental biology, stem cell biology, epigenetics, RNA biology, genome stability and DNA repair, bioinformatics and computational biology, proteomics, molecular biology and biochemistry, structural biology and related biomedical areas. For further information please visit www.imb.de/research

4. Contact person (name and e-mail address):

Grants Office IMB: grants@imb.de

Daniela Kaiser
Katharina Zeller
Anna Trautwein

---

1 MSCA Individual Fellowships are selected on the basis of annual calls for proposals. Forthcoming and open calls for proposals can be found on the Participant Portal of the European Commission under “Funding Opportunities” and “Calls/H2020”.

5. **Project idea/position (scientific requirements, topic, discipline):**

Rough outline of idea/position:

IMB offers post-doc positions for talented and enthusiastic researchers to undertake research at the cutting edge of modern biology.

Please tick:

(according to **scientific subject areas**, defined by the German Research Foundation)

- [ ] Life Sciences
- [ ] Natural Sciences
- [ ] Engineering Sciences
- [ ] Social Sciences and Humanities

6. **Deadline** for considering interests by post-doctoral applicants:

We accept your request continuously. Please email your CV (in English) and state which research groups you are interested in working with.

---

2 Please consider that the preparation of a Marie Skłodowska-Curie proposal requires some time. Fellow and supervisor have to agree on a project and training opportunities for the fellow.